Take site segregation to the next level with SegriScreen. The food factory mobile barrier and screening system exclusively available from Klipspringer.

- Improve segregation
- Reduce cross-contamination risks
- Reduce downtime
- Increase production efficiency
- Support best practice
- Create spray-proof barriers
- Modular
- Hygienic design
- Flexible - not just straight lines
- Easy to store and move

Watch the video of SegriScreen in action at: www.klipspringer.com/segriscreen

Or turn to page 130 for more details

Shadow Boards & Visual Management

Promoting a culture of care and ownership in support of lean principles.
Take your factory to the next level with Shadow Boards

What have hundreds of food factories gained through implementing Klipspringer shadow boards?

- Wasted time - DOWN
- Number of error - DOWN
- Product recalls and reworks - DOWN
- Foreign body risks - DOWN
- Equipment costs - DOWN
- Equipment life - UP
- Customer satisfaction - UP
- Factory profitability - UP

Make the 4 categories of Shadow Board integral to continuous improvement programmes today.

Why choose Klipspringer Shadow Boards?

- **Bespoke design**
  Every shadow board designed to meet precise requirements - make sure the right tools are in the right place at the right time.

- **Personalisation**
  Include corporate branding, logo, headings and instruction messages.

- **Material**
  Made from heavy duty, waterproof and food contact approved ACM material.

- **Thru’ board hook**
  Market leading hanging system - a firm favourite with technical and hygiene teams.

- **Print**
  All shadow boards are direct printed - no peeling shadows and no foreign body risks.

- **Laminate**
  All shadow boards supplied with heavy-duty anti-scruff laminate as standard. Laminate is heat-applied to ensure it doesn’t peel - even when attacked by pressure washers!

- **Serial number**
  Each board has a unique serial number for ultimate traceability.

- **Product code**
  Ensure the right product is stored in the right place and assist reordering.

Visual Management

Tailor safety and process signage to meet specific requirements with bespoke area signage.

Cleaning Stations

Shadow boards for Klipspringer’s range of colour coded hygiene and production equipment.

Tool Boards

Shadow boards for tools and change parts - typically found in engineering and maintenance areas.

Bespoke Signs

Organise safety and process signage to meet specific requirements with bespoke signs.
**Tool Boards**
All tools need a dedicated location as part of 5S, 6 Sigma and other continuous improvement initiatives. Bespoke tool stations ensure tools are precisely where and when needed.

**Bespoke Signs**
Tailor safety and process signage to meet site-specific requirements with bespoke signs.

**Visual Management**
Communicate key information at a glance with bespoke visual management aids. From KPI boards and flow charts to decision trees and quality control boards, enhance productivity and compliance whilst reducing errors and complaints.

*View the gallery on Klipspringer’s dedicated shadow board website: [www.shadowboard.co.uk](http://www.shadowboard.co.uk).*

**‘Write’ place - ‘write’ time.**
New mobile work station provides opportunities to include an inclined writing table, useful small equipment storage, overhead white board for KPIs/performances etc. and a full height shadow board position to rear!

- Stainless steel
- Hygienic design
- Easy to clean

Suitable for production environments:
- HACCP stations
- Control points
- Compliance stations
- Mobile work stations
- Line control stations
- Technical/QA stations

**NEW**
**H7516** Single hook - stainless steel 12 £5.05 £4.95
**H7519** Double hook - stainless steel 12 £6.97 £6.83

**Shadow Board Thru’ Board Hook**
Unique, hygiene-friendly Thru’ Board hooks for all upright storage positions.

**Segri! Screen**
Looking for site segregation solutions? Turn to page 130 for more information.

**UniPole**
Needing hygienic portable signage? Turn to page 132 for more information.

**08** [www.klipspringer.com/shadow-boards](http://www.klipspringer.com/shadow-boards) **01473 461 800 / sales@klipspringer.com**

**09** [www.klipspringer.com/shadow-boards](http://www.klipspringer.com/shadow-boards) **01473 461 800 / sales@klipspringer.com**
Shadow Board / Spill Stations - Popular ‘off-the-shelf’ combinations

A selection of best-selling combinations available ‘off-the-shelf’ at set prices to suit typical applications. Select the most appropriate design below, but please remember that precise requirements can be accommodated with bespoke designs.

Features
• Food contact approved - contain no harmful content.
• Direct print, UV cured and sealed with anti-scuff laminate.
• Optimum hygienic stainless steel hanging hooks.
• Water and chemical resistant.
• All boards available in 11 distinct colours.

Shadow Boards

| Cleaning Station – 1 | SH1201 | 500 x 550 mm excl. Tools | £36.75 |
| Cleaning Station – 2 | SH1202 | 500 x 550 mm excl. Tools | £36.75 |
| Floor Clean Station – 1 | SH1203 | 650 x 1500 mm excl. Tools | £44.25 |
| Floor Clean Station – 2 | SH1204 | 650 x 1500 mm excl. Tools | £44.25 |
| Floor Sweep Station – 1 | SH1205 | 850 x 1700 mm excl. Tools | £195.50 |
| Floor Sweep Station – 2 | SH1206 | 850 x 1700 mm excl. Tools | £195.50 |
| Floor Mop Station | SH1207 | 850 x 1700 mm excl. Tools | £225.50 |
| Floor Clean Station – 3 | SH1208 | 850 x 1700 mm excl. Tools | £244.50 |

For compatible Spill Kits see pages 99-101.

Mounted Spill Stations
Mount spill kits where they can be quickly accessed in the event of incidents: CAPTURE, CONTAIN, REMOVE and DISPOSE of any spillage. Spill kits available in up to 11 bright colours.

| Liquid Allergen Spill Station | SH1602 | 400 x 550 mm excl. kit contents | £51.50 |
| Glass Breakage Station | SH1601 | 400 x 550 mm excl. kit contents | £51.50 |
| Solids Allergen Spill Station | SH1603 | 400 x 550 mm excl. kit contents | £51.50 |
| Powdered Allergen Spill Station | SH1604 | 400 x 550 mm excl. kit contents | £51.50 |
| Biohazardous Material Spill Station | SH1605 | 400 x 550 mm excl. kit contents | £51.50 |
Just 6 simple steps to implementing shadow boards on site...

What our customers say:
“Klipspringer’s shadow boards look fabulous, easy to clean and great quality. Ordering was so easy and print proofs were produced quickly. Your customer service team helped us through every step in the process.”

Choose the most appropriate mounting, fixing and hanging options...

1. Design
   - Standard or bespoke
     Choose the standard design (page 10-11), or discuss specific requirements to achieve best results.

2. Board fixing method
   - Fixed flat to wall
     Screws, rivet or mastic to flat surfaces. (See magnetic options for metal-based hygiene wall surfaces.)
   - Stand-offs
     Leave a 25mm gap for improved hygiene.
   - Magnetic
     Attach to any metal-based wall. Sealed magnets suitable for food environments. Easy to remove for cleaning.

3. Equipment hanging method
   - Thru’ board hooks
     The ultimate in durability, functionality and hygienic design.
   - Frames
     Make sure shadow boards are exactly where they need to be using food factory friendly stainless steel frames - with or without wheels.
   - Direct mount fixings
     Rail & stainless steel hooks/holders.

Specify
Specify precise requirements, specify equipment, colour and printed content.

Quotation
Quotations will normally be sent within 1 working day of initial enquiry.

Order
To proceed to order, confirm acceptance of quotation and/or provide any amendments required.

Proofing
Artwork proofs will be quickly available. Confirm instructions to proceed via web platform or direct.

Production
The in-house production team will strive to complete all orders promptly.

Delivery
Once printed, machined and sealed, boards will be carefully despatched and delivered.

Choose the standard design (page 10-11), or discuss specific requirements to achieve best results.
Get a firm grip on utensil storage - storage systems designed to work.

**Wall Rails**
- Bright anodised aluminium. Suggested maximum loading: 3 utensils (H7050), 5 utensils (H7090). Coloured end caps included.
- **H7050**
  - Size: 500
  - Case: 10
  - Unit Price: £10.02
  - Case Price: £9.82
- **H7090**
  - Size: 900
  - Case: 10
  - Unit Price: £16.07
  - Case Price: £15.75

**Replacement Wall Rail End Cap**
- **H9999**
  - Type: Single end cap
  - Unit Price: £0.81

**One-piece Multi-hook Hanging System**
- Loading: 5x angled hooks (use single hook for handles with eyelets and two hooks for tools with D or T grip handles).
- Hooks angled to prevent product falling off. Stands 30 mm away from mounting surface for maximum hygiene.
- Easy access to fixings from front. Modules combine to form continuous hanging system.
- **H7520**
  - Grade: 304 stainless steel
  - QTY: 350
  - Unit Price: £24.35

**Nylon Wall Rail Hook**
- **H7306**
  - Reinforced nylon
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £2.28
  - Case Price: £2.23

**Stainless Steel Hook – Single**
- Secure in wall rail by tightening hex-head.
- **H7507**
  - Stainless steel
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £4.29
  - Case Price: £4.20

**Stainless Steel Hook – Double**
- Secure in wall rail by tightening hex-head.
- **H7510**
  - Stainless steel
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £5.93
  - Case Price: £5.81

**Plastic Wall Rail Holders**
- Plastic holders – available to fit regular size or ergonomic handles. Complete with rubber grip.
- **H7201**
  - Ø 22 - Ø 32
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £4.58
  - Case Price: £4.49
- **H7203**
  - Ø 28 - Ø 38
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £4.88
  - Case Price: £4.78

**Stainless Steel Wall Rail Holders**
- Stainless steel holders – available to fit regular size or ergonomic handles. Complete with rubber grip.
- **H7501**
  - Ø 22 - Ø 32
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £8.99
  - Case Price: £8.81
- **H7503**
  - Ø 28 - Ø 38
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £9.15
  - Case Price: £8.97

---

**Wall Rails, Hooks & Holders**

**CODE**
- **Details**
- **Size (mm)**
- **Unit Price**
- **Case Price EA**
- **QTY**
- **Price EA**
- **Case Price**

---

**Wall Rails**
- Bright anodised aluminium. Suggested maximum loading: 3 utensils (H7050), 5 utensils (H7090). Coloured end caps included.
- **H7050**
  - Size: 500
  - Case: 10
  - Unit Price: £10.02
  - Case Price: £9.82
- **H7090**
  - Size: 900
  - Case: 10
  - Unit Price: £16.07
  - Case Price: £15.75

**Replacement Wall Rail End Cap**
- **H9999**
  - Type: Single end cap
  - Unit Price: £0.81

**One-piece Multi-hook Hanging System**
- Loading: 5x angled hooks (use single hook for handles with eyelets and two hooks for tools with D or T grip handles).
- Hooks angled to prevent product falling off. Stands 30 mm away from mounting surface for maximum hygiene.
- Easy access to fixings from front. Modules combine to form continuous hanging system.
- **H7520**
  - Grade: 304 stainless steel
  - QTY: 350
  - Unit Price: £24.35

**Nylon Wall Rail Hook**
- **H7306**
  - Reinforced nylon
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £2.28
  - Case Price: £2.23

**Stainless Steel Hook – Single**
- Secure in wall rail by tightening hex-head.
- **H7507**
  - Stainless steel
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £4.29
  - Case Price: £4.20

**Stainless Steel Hook – Double**
- Secure in wall rail by tightening hex-head.
- **H7510**
  - Stainless steel
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £5.93
  - Case Price: £5.81

**Plastic Wall Rail Holders**
- Plastic holders – available to fit regular size or ergonomic handles. Complete with rubber grip.
- **H7201**
  - Ø 22 - Ø 32
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £4.58
  - Case Price: £4.49
- **H7203**
  - Ø 28 - Ø 38
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £4.88
  - Case Price: £4.78

**Stainless Steel Wall Rail Holders**
- Stainless steel holders – available to fit regular size or ergonomic handles. Complete with rubber grip.
- **H7501**
  - Ø 22 - Ø 32
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £8.99
  - Case Price: £8.81
- **H7503**
  - Ø 28 - Ø 38
  - QTY: 12
  - Unit Price: £9.15
  - Case Price: £8.97

---

**www.klipspringer.com/wall-storage**

01473 461 800 / sales@klipspringer.com